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ABSTRACT

A consideration for any visualization technique is the added value
it brings over other representations of data. A free ride, a concept
introduced by Shimojima, occurs in a visualization when it reveals
some fact that must be inferred from an alternative representation
from which the visualization was derived. This paper presents pre-
liminary results from an empirical evaluation of free rides occurring
in visualizations of sets as compared to textual representations. By
focusing on Euler, linear and Venn diagrams, our results suggest that
more research is needed to establish when free rides are cognitively
beneficial.

1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present preliminary results from an
empirical study that tests the belief that free rides [10], recently
generalized to observational advantages [12], are features of visual
modes of communication that aid cognition. Free rides occur when
one representation of information is translated into another and the
resulting representation makes explicit some facts that must be de-
rived (inferred) from the original. Such explicit facts are precisely
the free rides. We consider an original representation in textual
form which is then translated into diagrammatic form. The specific
research question we address can thus be made more precise: does
using text alongside a semantically equivalent diagram lead to sig-
nificant performance benefits over just using text when identifying
information that is conveyed by free rides? We focus on information
about sets, visualized by linear diagrams, Venn diagrams, and Euler
diagrams as seen in Fig 1.

We now give a simple example. Suppose we have information
about people who have visited various countries:

• Everyone who visited Denmark visited Germany
• No one visited both Germany and Mali
• Everyone who visited Oman visited Denmark
• Everyone who visited Uganda visited Denmark
• No one visited Uganda and Oman.

From these statements, which correspond to subset (Everyone...)
and disjointness (No one...) relations between sets, various facts can
be derived. These derivations include Everyone who visited Uganda
visited Germany and No one visited both Mali and Uganda. By
translating the originally given facts into the Euler diagram in Fig. 1,
we make these two derived facts explicit and, so, they are examples
of free rides from the diagram. This is because, in the first case, the
translation necessarily places the Uganda circle inside the Germany
circle. In the second case, the Mali and Uganda circles necessarily
do not overlap. Indeed, this Euler diagram also makes additional
derivable facts explicit, such as No one visited both Mali and Oman,
and therefore has many free rides.

Focusing our evaluation of free rides on visualizations of sets is
of particular significance because there are enormous amounts of
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Table 1: Summary of the main study data.

Group No. of Participants Accuracy Mean Time
Overall 404 70.21% 37.63
T 99 51.11% 47.63
L&T 99 87.58% 29.47
V&T 103 51.07% 43.33
E&T 103 91.02% 30.17

set-based data available in a wide variety of application areas [2].
Reflecting this abundance of data, the research community is actively
devising methods for visualizing it. Set visualization techniques
often exploit closed curves (or variations thereof) [4, 5, 7, 8, 11] or
lines for representing sets [1, 3, 6, 9]. This paper therefore focuses
on such methods by evaluating Venn diagrams and Euler diagrams
both of which use closed curves [13–15], see the middle and right
of Fig. 1, as well as linear diagrams (which use line segments) [9],
see the left of Fig. 1.

2 SUMMARY OF THE STUDY DESIGN

We generated 20 tasks for people to perform where they had to
choose the correct answer from one of five multiple choices. Ten
tasks required them to identify a subset free ride (Everyone ...) and
the other ten focused on a disjointness free ride (No one ...). Of
the five options, one was always ‘none of the above’, two were
subset statement and two were disjontness statements; see Fig. 2.
The correct answers were distributed across the option positions and
the other three subset and disjointness statements were randomly
positioned. The study included four groups, thus adopting a between
group design: text only (T), linear diagrams with text (L& T), Venn
diagrams with text (V& T) and Euler diagrams with text (E& T).
We captured accuracy and time performance data for each task. The
study was conducted online using Prolific Academic and participants
were randomly assigned to one of the groups. The study started with
a short training phase, exposing the participants to four tasks of
increasing difficulty. The participants then proceeded to answer
the 20 questions from which performance data were gathered. This
performance phase also included a few questions designed to identify
inattentive participants.

3 RESULTS: COMPARISON OF REPRESENTATIONS

Here we report on the overall comparison between the four treat-
ment groups. The accuracy rates and mean times (in seconds) are
summarised in table 1. Whilst the accuracy rates and mean times are
in indicator of relative performance, it is important to note that the
statistical methods employed do not compare these data: methods
that compare means (e.g. ANOVA) do not account for correlated
responses from participants and make other assumptions that our
data violate.

Using a GEE based statistical model for the accuracy data, we
estimated a 95% confidence interval (CI) for the odds of providing
a correct answer with one treatment compared to another. The
estimated odds of correctly answering questions with L&T was 6.74
(to 2d.p.) times higher than that of T with a 95% CI of (4.53,10.04)
and p-value of < 0.0001 (to 4d.p.). Therefore, L&T supported
significantly more accurate task performance than T only. Results
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Figure 1: Diagrams obtained from translating textual statements: (left to right) linear, Venn, and Euler.

Figure 2: Euler diagram question: the correct answer is option 1.

for the other pairwise comparisons are given in table 2, from which
we can derive an overall accuracy ranking for the treatments: L&T
= E&T > V&T= T.

Using a GEE based statistical model for the time data, we es-
timated a 95% CI for the ratio of the time (measured in seconds)
needed to answer a question correctly with one treatment compared
to another. The CI and its corresponding p-value allowed us to
determine whether two treatments were significantly different. The
model estimated that the time needed to answer a question correctly
with L&T was 0.62 times (2d.p.) that with T with a 95% CI of
(0.55,0.69) and p-value of < 0.0001. Therefore, linear diagrams
with text supported significantly faster task performance than text
only. Results for the other pairwise comparisons are given in table 3,
from which we can derive an overall time ranking for the treatments:
L&T = E&T > V&T= T.

Therefore, our accuracy and time analysis support the superiority
of linear diagrams and Euler diagrams, when used as a support for
a textual representation, as compared to Venn diagrams alongside

Table 2: Overall Comparison of Treatments by Accuracy.

Treatments Odds CI p-value Sig. Most Accurate
L&T versus T 6.74 (4.53,10.04) < 0.0001 X L&T
L&T versus V&T 6.75 (4.37,10.44) < 0.0001 X L&T
L&T versus E&T 0.70 (0.42,1.15) 0.1537
T versus V&T 1.00 (0.75,1.33) 0.9906
T versus E&T 0.10 (0.07,0.15) < 0.0001 X E&T
V&T versus E&T 0.10 (0.07,0.16) < 0.0001 X E&T

Table 3: Overall Comparison of Treatments by Time.

Treatments Ratio CI p-value Sig. Fastest
L&T versus T 0.62 (0.55,0.69) < 0.0001 X L&T
L&T versus V&T 0.63 (0.56,0.70) < 0.0001 X L&T
L&T versus E&T 0.95 (0.85,1.06) 0.3492
T versus V&T 1.01 (0.89,1.15) 0.8373
T versus E&T 1.54 (1.36,1.74) < 0.0001 X E&T
V&T versus E&T 1.52 (1.34,1.71) < 0.0001 X E&T

text or just text alone. Taking into account both the accuracy and
time analysis, we have consistent rankings, from which we derive an
overall ranking of the four treatments: L&T = E&T > V&T= T.

The odds and ratios computed for the accuracy and, respectively,
time data give insight into the effect size. For instance, the odds
of producing a correct answer using linear diagrams alongside text
compared to text alone are 6.74 (odds of approximately 1 would
indicate no significant difference1). From the perspective of time, we
would expect correctly answering a question using linear diagrams
alongside text to be 0.62 of the time taken (i.e. to take 62% of
the time) to provide a correct answer using text alone. The other
effect sizes, where we saw significant differences, are similar and
are evident from the odds and ratios given in the tables.

4 CONCLUSION

This study has revealed that the role of free rides in explaining
the cognitive benefits of diagrams is not clear-cut. Whilst Euler
and linear diagrams were both effective supports for the textual
representations, Venn diagrams did not lead to significantly better
task performance. We can suggest that just because a diagram
expresses other, consequential information, it does not necessarily
mean that the diagram facilitates inference and saves deductive cost.

Our results show that, whilst free rides in effective diagrams can
lead to performance improvements, it is also important to use well-
designed diagrams suitable for the task at hand. One cannot just rely
on the presence of free rides as an argument for the efficacy of a
representation of information. In some cases, such as Venn diagrams,

1Strictly speaking, a confidence interval containing 1 would indicate no
significant difference.



there are clearly other factors that are important to understand in
order to determine the potential benefits or negative consequences of
alternative representations. Our results point to the need to better un-
derstand the role of free rides and other features of representations in
solving inference problems. We suggest that a more comprehensive
and integrated theory of features of diagrams that make them effec-
tive for cognition, including a deeper understanding of free rides,
should be a major goal of the information visualization community.
Future work should also consider identifying the role of text, in the
treatments that included diagrams, when participants performed the
tasks.
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